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I’m hiding under covers, wishing I was just another (well) pretty kid With a mansion and a wallet that would put you straight through college, but I admit That I’ve lost it all to silly things, like touring and chasing dreams so, here I stand I’m lost inside all of these city streets, the 9 to 5’s, the kids. I meet this Place is damned But when I see you, I feel alright If you don’t know love, I don’t know life Lost in your skin, your body’s porcelain On this night I’m sending empty letters even though I should know better, yeah I am si

Her early letters, written in a beautiful italic, are to her forbidding father, Henry VIII, and to her brother and sister, Edward VI and “Bloody” Mary. The very first letter dates from when she was a child of eleven. The last, written nearly 60 years later, is a barely-legible scrawl addressed to her successor, the future James I. The letters from her in-tray are no less extraordinary. Tsar Ivan the Terrible rounds on her in a blind fury after she refuses to marry him.
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